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1. SUMMARY 

The AUTh Mobile app puts Aristotle University of Thessaloniki in the palm of your hand. The project 
is part of a broader university-wide initiative in order to provide modern and high quality services to 
the community and to improve the mobile experience of students, faculty staff, as well as visitors. 
The project began in 2012 and is currently available as a “mobile app” for the major operating 
systems Android (Google Play), iOS (Apple iTunes) and also as a “web app” accessible through an 
ordinary desktop or smartphone web browser (https://www.auth.gr/mobile). 

2. DEVELOPING THE AUTh MOBILE APPLICATION 

With the currently increasing number of mobile platforms, developing mobile applications has 
become very difficult for Universities, as they need to develop the same applications for each target 
platform. Developing native [6] mobile applications imposes several constraints, such as the use of 
different development environments and technologies for each mobile platform, leading inevitably 
to a waste of development effort and rise of maintenance costs. The AUTh Mobile is a hybrid [6] app 
that has been developed entirely by Aristotle University using open-source development platforms 

aiming to combine the advantages of web and native apps in a single medium.  

The application is primarily built using PhoneGap [4], Titanium [1], GWT (Google Web Toolkit) [2], 
HTML5 and JQuery [3] and provides information that ranges from public info to personalized services 
for logged-in users with SSO university accounts. The AUTh Mobile Android version is built using 
PhoneGap, the cross-platform development environment. The iOS version is built using Titanium 
(based on a common JavaScript source code pool) due to Apple’s reluctance to accept the initial 
version considering it as a simple web clippings content aggregator. Personalized services are 
implemented using Google’s GWT framework, while authorization is implemented using Shibboleth 
[5] a widely deployed federated open source identity solution.   

2.1. Functionality  

When it comes to information available publicly, visitors can search for faculty and staff contact 
info, view announcements, maps (Figure 1), building locations/photos and other important 

University services and Department-specific data.  

  

Figure 1. Intro and map page of the AUTh Mobile app 



The most recent version of the application also delivers personalized information for students and 
faculty members. Logged-in students have access to their courses, syllabus and grades, while faculty 
members can view information about their classes, registered students and also mass-mail entire 

classes or individual students, without revealing sensitive student mail addresses.  

2.2. Deploying the mobile app 

Currently the mobile application is available on Google Play (6.5K current installs and a total 13.5 

downloads by Feb, 5 2015) and on iTunes app store (7.9K current installs) as shown on Figure 2. 

  

Figure 2. Android current installs by device and iOs unit report by Feb 10, 2015  

3. FUTURE WORK 

Further development is already under way, along the axes of developing a custom personalized app 
for AUTh community members. It will employ authorization of devices by means of OAuth, personal 

calendar for students and faculty and live notifications of course schedule changes.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The implementation of smart-phone applications that can deliver instant access to University data is 
extremely important. In order to keep improving the mobile experience of users, Aristotle University 
developed the AUTh Mobile as a hybrid app for the major mobile platforms. Its popularity among 

students proves all development efforts were worthwhile. 

The implementation of hybrid apps seems to be a promising way to build generic in nature University 

apps, supported by open source tools.   
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